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Towards a Convention for Persons Displaced by Climate Change: A
discussion note on an ethical response to the human impacts of
climate change and its implications for the relationship between
adaptation and displacement
Tess Burton and David Hodgkinson
This discussion note builds on our previous note entitled ‘Climate Change Migrants and
Unicorns: a discussion note on conceptualising climate change displaced people.’ It has been
produced as part of a project that advocates an international convention for persons
displaced by climate change. 1
In conformity with that project, this note refers to persons forced to migrate, temporarily or
permanently, as a consequence of global warming as ‘persons displaced by climate change A
provisional definition, adapted by Dominic Kniveton, Kerstin Schmid‐Verker, Christopher
Smith and Richard Black (Kniveton et al) from the International Organisation for Migration’s
definition of ‘environmental migrants, is as follows:
‐‐ persons or groups of persons who, for compelling reasons of sudden or
progressive changes in the environment as a result of climate change that adversely
affect their lives or living conditions are obliged to leave their habitual homes, or
choose to do so, either temporarily or permanently, and who move either within
their own country or abroad. 2
Following on from our previous discussion note, in this paper we will assume that climate
change displaced people are not ‘unicorns’. 3 It is likely that people will be displaced by
climate change and on a large scale. Global warming, argues Etienne Piguet, could lead to
major forced displacement. Such displacement will principally result from rising sea levels
and will progressively manifest itself over the coming centuries. 4 Piguet estimates that
around 146 million people, a figure that accounts for those persons living at an altitude of
less than 1 metre above sea level, will be directly vulnerable to sea level rise.
While it is important to reach a consensus on the existence and ‘identity’ of climate change
displaced people, precise semantic descriptions of the category may not be useful at this
stage. Indeed, they may not even be possible for two reasons:
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(1)

A direct, causal line cannot be drawn between migration decisions and ecological
change. 5

(2)

There is an implicit assumption in some discussions on ‘climate change displaced
persons’ that such people are ‘found, not made’. We do not agree that an accurate
definition of ‘climate change displaced people’ exists ‘out there’ somewhere,
waiting to be discovered. The reality is that, while definitions of ‘climate change
displaced people’ can be judged according to a variety of criteria, the category is a
constructed one, with its ultimate ‘validity’ conferred through a political, rather than
a research process. If we are predicating any policy action on the perfect definition
of ‘climate change displaced persons’, we might be waiting for a very long time.

This paper proceeds on the presumption that instead of basing our analysis around the
individual decision to move, we should focus on identifying the populations that are likely to
be affected by global warming, as well as measures that can be taken to ameliorate the
likely impacts of climate change. 6
Key concepts and principles
The normative basis of our convention
The policy directions we will advocate in this discussion note are based upon the concepts
and principles outlined below.
In ‘Towards a convention for persons displaced by climate change’, we state that our
proposed convention, parties would provide for resettlement and assistance on the basis of:
(1)

‘equity and in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and
respective capacities…’; and

(2)

‘the parties historical greenhouse gas emissions by volume…’ 7

These principles encapsulate our sense that an urgent issue is as follows: ‘if environmental
deteriorations due to human influence on the climate generate forced migration flows, the
question of the rights of victims to a form of protection will become unavoidable.’ 8 Our
solution is to base the convention on the normative claim that high‐emitting nations should
take responsibility for the lives affected by their over‐use of the climate commons. 9
The convention thus does at least two things:
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(a)

it helps us to make ‘the moral link between local causes and distant effects;’ 10
and

(b)

it also allows us to make links between ethics and action because, ‘[h]uman
rights thinking habitually resituates ethical imperatives within a legal
framework.’ 11

The discourse of ‘climate refugees’: who is this convention for?
It is important to recognise that the discourse around ‘climate refugees’ has largely occurred
within the context of the border and security concerns of rich nations. The concept of
‘climate refugees’, Piguet argues, ‘evokes fantasies of uncontrollable waves of migration
that run the risk of stoking xenophobic reactions or serving as a justification for generating
policies of restriction for people seeking asylum.’ 12 The reality is, migration experts assert,
that most persons displaced by climate change will be relatively unlikely to cross an
international border. 13 We are increasingly convinced that perpetuating a narrow focus on
‘displacement’, particularly transborder displacement, is to act implicitly within the
preoccupations of the ‘developed’ world, with the security concerns – and perhaps even the
xenophobic reactions – that such a stance entails.
A question about vulnerability
There is some consensus among experts that those most affected by, or vulnerable to,
climate change, will not have the resources or capacity to migrate. Piguet describes the
research on natural disasters as follows:
Living mainly in poor countries, the victims have little mobility and the majority of
the displaced return as soon as possible to reconstruct their homes in the disaster
zone. The results from numerous research projects conducted worldwide on the
subject tend to confirm this point with remarkable regularity. Thus, a synthesis of
results on migration choices of victims of natural disasters displaced in eighteen
sites confirms, with rare expectations, the strong propensity to return. 14
The implication is that some of the populations that will be most vulnerable to climate
change will not be protected by the proposed convention. Given that the convention is
based upon the claim that nations with high carbon emissions have an ethical obligation to
assist those most affected as a result of their over‐use of the climate commons, this is an
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issue that must be addressed for the sake of the coherence of the principles that underpin
the convention. 15
Conceptualising migration as a form of adaptation
This discussion note takes migration experts seriously when they assert that: migration
should be understood as a form of, rather than a failure of, adaptation. 16 Effective
management of migration caused by climate change’ should not assume that climate‐
change induced migration is part of the problem’, argue Dominic Kniveton, Kerstin Schmidt‐
Verker, Christopher Smith and Richard Black. 17 It may, they assert, be part of the solution.
Displacement is not only a function of a population’s exposure to climate change impacts,
but also of the vulnerability and resilience of the population itself. 18 Population, poverty and
governance are key variables, argues Oli Brown. Indeed, ‘non‐climatic drivers can be as
important a determinant of the problem as the strength of the climate itself.’ 19
In other words, it appears that improving the capacity of a population to adapt to climate
change would reduce the necessity of relying on migration as a solution to climatic change.
Piguet explains that:
Existing research shows that due to the number of factors involved, no climatic or
environmental hazards inevitable result in migrations. Many authors note that even
if disasters become more frequent in the future, political efforts and measures of
protection will be able to lessen the need to emigrate provided that the necessary
financial means are made available… The Stern report is clear in this respect and
states that “the exact number who will actually be displaced or forced to migrate
will depend on the level of investment, planning and resources” (112). 20
Rather than drawing a line between ‘adaptation’ and ‘migration, we should situate
migration within a spectrum of adaptive possibilities.
What sort of research programme?
The draft Convention proposed by our project requires that each country participate in a
study to determine which elements of their population are at risk, the extent of the threat
and the capacity of each party to resettle climate change displaced populations internally.
The requirement of a study is consistent with the arguments of many experts that further
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research is necessary in order to understand the human impacts of climate change in
general and the causes, consequences and numbers of climate migration in particular. 21
In the previous discussion note, we concluded that the coordinated international research
effort which would be undertaken under our convention should not be primarily directed
towards determining whether people are likely to migrate as a consequence of climate
change. While studies of migration decisions are important and useful, that given the
subjectivity and contingency of migration decisions, and the intensive research necessary to
predict them with any confidence, the to this question answer may well be ‘no’. 22
Determining the identity and numbers of climate change displaced persons seems to be a
second order concern, while ascertaining the likely human impacts and the best possible
measures of adapting to avoid them should be the primary focus of our attention. The work
of migration researchers is not irrelevant here; in some circumstances, the decision to move
may be the best form of adaptation.
Conclusions
There are, we think, a number of conclusions or policy directions that follow from the
matters identified above.
1.

One rationale for constructing a new treaty for the recognition, processing and
treatment of persons displaced by climate change (as opposed to using a
combination of existing instruments) is because it translates into law the ethical
principle that rich nations should take responsibility for the ‘human toll’ that results
from their overuse of the climate commons.

2.

If the obligation of over‐emitters to vulnerable populations is an underlying
normative principle of the convention, then the framework of the convention should
be directed towards ameliorating the impacts of climate change on vulnerable
populations.

3.

The poorest (and therefore often the most vulnerable to climate change) may not be
encapsulated within a convention that is only focused on the displaced. Those most
vulnerable to climate change may not have the resources to migrate. Moreover,
their vulnerability may be a function of their inability to adapt to climate change
impacts.23

4.

A convention that narrowly deals with issues of displacement is a convention
directed more towards the security and border concerns of rich nations, than the
needs of vulnerable populations. Our convention, sitting somewhere in a nexus
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between environmental, human rights, humanitarian and international refugee law
affords the opportunity to link displacement to adaptation.
5.

A mechanism should exist within the convention that explicitly recognises and acts
upon the link between adaptation and displacement. Perhaps it could even include
the recognition that targeted assistance with adaptation would reduce a party’s
obligations to resettle climate displaced persons in the future.

6.

The convention would thus be concerned simultaneously with issues of adaptation
and displacement. Such an approach brings it into line with many policy discussions
on the issue, which emphasise the importance of adaptation to the effects of
climate change. 24 A similar stance may be found in Fabrice Renaud, Janos J. Boardi,
Olivia Dun and Koko Warner’s attempt to categorise environmental migrants on the
basis of the environmental trigger event and the type of assistance available to
exposed communities. 25 It would simultaneously address the two possibilities for
action on climate change displacement identified by Piguet:
on one hand, an increased international cooperation with a view to
collective burden sharing of assistance and prevention in countries
confronted with disasters, and on the other, the opening of emigration
channels with the recognition of environmental push factors in subsidiary
international instruments of protection... 26

7.

The study or research programme that would be undertaken as part of our
convention should therefore not be directed to solely or even mainly to determining
the quantity and distributions of persons who are likely to migrate. Rather, it should
adopt the recommendation of the International Council on Human Rights Policy,
that research be directed to determining the impact of climate change on human
rights, with the results to be categorised in terms of thresholds, which is explained
as follows:
Factoring future human rights threats explicitly into climate change
scenarios would provide an analytical tool for refocusing climate change
impacts more narrowly on their likely human costs. This would in turn help
not only to determine whether human rights risk being breached, but also to
identify future duty‐bearers and the adequacy of response institutions and
redress mechanisms.
One way to organise data collection and modelling of this kind might be to
think in terms of human rights thresholds: levels of protection for individual
rights which can be regarded as the minimum acceptable outcome under a
given policy scenario. A policy requirement that basic threshold levels
should not be breached – either as an effect of climate change itself or as a
by‐product of a given mitigation or adaptation policy – ought not to be
controversial, especially as such a goal is also a legal requirement for policy‐
actors. Basic human rights standards are broadly accepted. In addition such
a goal is modest. It does not require large‐scale social engineering … Nor
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does it involve epic calculations across vast datasets. Rather essential needs
are identified for attention on the basis of their likely breach and further
resources can be concentrated on assessing and mitigating risk by finding
appropriate technological and institutional fixed. 27
While we have no expertise in researching these areas, it seems to me that such an
effort would be less resource‐intensive and perhaps more accurate than studies that
attempt to predict migration, given the complex matrix of factors which attend such
decisions. 28
8.

Research on the issue of adaptation is just as, if not more, urgent than research on
likely displacement:
It is widely recognised that adaptation funding cannot be delivered
effectively until it is known where assistance will bring the most benefit.
Unfortunately, it is just this information that is generally lacking. The reason,
as with so much in the climate change debate, is resource related. 29
Linking adaptation funding to resettlement obligations provides rich nations with an
incentive to honour their commitment to providing funding for adaptation in poorer
and more vulnerable regions. Adaptation is thus ‘reframed as a compensatory or
corrective response to potential or actual climate change‐ related human rights
violations’. 30

9.

The institution we propose to create may not need to be a body such as the UNHCR,
but rather could be an inter‐governmental panel on the human impacts on climate
change. It could also oversee a variation of the ‘International Mechanism on
Environmental Displacement’ proposed by King, which would address the chain of
prevention‐mitigation‐rehabilitation‐resettlement’ through inter‐agency
coordination. 31 The role of such an institution would be to coordinate research, as
well as inter‐institutional cooperation on the human rights issues, humanitarian
responses and displacement ‘solutions’ associated with climate change.
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